evaded by many authors including those of the WHO Atlas (No. 8 in the "International Histological Classification of Tumours"). What name should be applied to the type of cell which comes off the surface layers of carcinoma in situ of the cervix? In the section of this book concerning carcinoma in situ they are called "malignant cells"; but in the previous section on severe dysplasia, cells which admittedly may be indistinguishable are called "severely dyskaryotic parabasal cells". Is the description "malignant cell" best made on the grounds of a particular abnormal type of chromatin distribution? If so, cells shed by a cancer which do not show this pattern must not be called malignant cells, although they are none the less cancerous. It would be better to redefine the term "dyskaryosis" (invented by Papanicolaou and discarded by many American authorities) for all this range of cytological abnormalities, including the changes seen in fully developed carcinoma, and leave the word "malignant" for the histopathologist to use when he finds invasion.
Any laboratory concerned in teaching diagnostic cytology, whether to pathologists, technologists or "screeners", will want to have this book. It is not only a useful (and, in 1977, inexpensive) source of illustrations for its purpose, but even possesses a genuine index from which you can find everything that is pictured within.
A Since the book is composed of photoreproductions of the authors' typescripts, type size varies from paper to paper. Reproduction of plates is, however, good, uniformity of presentation has been maintained, there are good reference lists to each paper and a reasonable index. Obviously, the scientific merit of such a large collection of individual contributions is widely variable but overall standards are high, publication has been achieved with creditable speed and there is much relatively new material in this volume to interest both clinicians and laboratory workers in the fields of gynaecology and oncology.
The book is elegantly bound and as a result rather expensive. In its present form it is only likely to be purchased as a reference work by libraries or large departments. Whilst one admits the links between the three sections, would it not have been much more useful to have published the three sections separately as paper-backs at a price within the compass of a small laboratory group? L. G. SKINNER
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